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Abstract

Anticipation of the actions of others is often used as a measure of action understanding in infancy. In contrast to studies of
action understanding which set infants up as observers of actions directed elsewhere, in the present study we explored
anticipatory postural adjustments made by infants to one of the most common adult actions directed to them – picking
them up. We observed infant behavioural changes and recorded their postural shifts on a pressure mat in three phases: (i) a
prior Chat phase, (ii) from the onset of Approach of the mother’s arms, and (iii) from the onset of Contact. In Study 1,
eighteen 3-month-old infants showed systematic global postural changes during Approach and Contact, but not during
Chat. There was an increase in specific adjustments of the arms (widening or raising) and legs (stiffening and extending or
tucking up) during Approach and a decrease in thrashing/general movements during Contact. Shifts in postural stability
were evident immediately after onset of Approach and more slowly after Contact, with no regular shifts during Chat. In
Study 2 we followed ten infants at 2, 3 and 4 months of age. Anticipatory behavioural adjustments during Approach were
present at all ages, but with greater differentiation from a prior Chat phase only at 3 and 4 months. Global postural shifts
were also more phase differentiated in older infants. Moreover, there was significantly greater gaze to the mother’s hands
during Approach at 4 months. Early anticipatory adjustments to being picked up suggest that infants’ awareness of actions
directed to the self may occur earlier than of those directed elsewhere, and thus enable infants’ active participation in joint
actions from early in life.
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Introduction

The present study explores infants’ anticipation of one of the

most common experiences of actions which adults direct

towards them – picking them up. Anticipation is seen as a

more stringent measure of infant awareness than habituation/

looking time or preferential looking methods, since it requires

real-time prediction in live ongoing interaction [1,2]. While

habituation/looking time methods have revealed infant discrim-

ination of the goal-directedness of the actions of human agents

at 5 months [3,4] and even at 3 months [5], studies using

anticipatory gaze have shown action prediction and anticipation

of others’ intentional actions only later at 6, 10 and 12 months

[6,7,8]. In all of these studies infants are asked to observe

simple human actions directed to target objects. Infant

experience from birth, however, is predominantly of human

actions directed towards themselves. It is plausible then that infant

anticipation of actions directed towards themselves would be

evident earlier than of actions directed towards other target

objects. Such a prediction is strengthened by evidence that

others’ attention directed to self is preferred and arouses

appropriate responses much earlier than attention directed

towards other targets [9,10,11,12,13]. However, to date, there

are no studies of anticipatory reactions to others’ actions directed

to the self. The present study thus explores 2 to 4 month-old

infants’ anticipatory adjustments to one infant-directed adult

action - picking them up.

One measure of anticipatory responses to actions directed to self

is postural adjustment. There is a sizeable literature on anticipa-

tory postural adjustments prior to solitary actions, such as

independent sitting [14], pulling self to standing [15], or reaching

for an object [16,17]. These studies have supported two parallel

arguments: one, that motor behaviour necessarily involves prior

planning and therefore the potential awareness of the impending

action [18], and two, that postural adjustments are more effective

for smooth action if completed prior to, rather than in response to,

de-stabilising events [15,19]. However, there is little research on

anticipatory adjustments to inter-dependent action – that is, in

response to the actions of another person that affect one’s postural

stability. Studies using external perturbations to assess postural

adjustments often use imbalance of supporting surfaces whilst

supine or sitting [20,21,22] rather than the actions of other people.

However, actions such as being picked up, being put on the

shoulder to burp, being dressed and undressed or being examined

in various ways, can and often do, de-stabilise posture much more

drastically. Anticipatory rather than reactive adjustments to these

actions must greatly aid infant postural comfort and smooth the

interaction.

Being picked up is a common experience in infancy and

anticipatory adjustments to it would be helpful for both infant and

adult. Children with autism are reported by their parents to make
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no postural anticipatory adjustments to being picked up [23],

suggesting that such anticipatory adjustments may be indicators of

sensitivity to others’ intentions. This is supported by more general

deficits in anticipation of others’ actions in the first year – such as

in feeding situations –reported by studies using home movies of

children later diagnosed with autism [24,25]. When do typically

developing infants anticipate and posturally adjust to being picked

up? By 12 months infants lift up their arms as a request to be

picked up and by 6 or 7 months of age infants may already be

lifting their arms up in response to the approach of a parent

[26,27]. Anecdotal reports suggest that 4 and 5 month-olds arch

their backs whilst being picked up, at least after the lift has begun.

By 4 and 5 months of age infants are able to reach predictively

[28] and clearly expect to be relieved from their distress when

mothers approach, showing stillness while watching the approach

even at 2 and 3 months [29]. However, the timing and specific

nature of the emergence of postural adjustments to being picked

up remains unclear. There are no systematic studies of the process

in the early months nor any information about anticipatory (i.e.,

before the lift has begun, and perhaps even before physical

contact) as distinguished from responsive postural adjustments (i.e.,

to the actual lift).

Research shows several developmental achievements in motor

and attentional competence in the third month of life [30,31], such

as the onset of voluntary movements (including anti-gravity

movements), the control of visual attention and binocular vision

[32,33] and a shift in infant postural control from body-oriented to

space-oriented control [34,35]. These findings suggest that a closer

look at 2-, 3- and 4-month-old infants is crucial in terms of

understanding anticipatory motor adjustments.

In the present set of studies we examined anticipatory responses

to being picked up in two- to four-month-old infants in a relaxed

chatting situation when they were not desperate for – but were

open to – being picked up. In order to be picked up with ease and

with minimal postural de-stabilisation, greater body rigidity (as

e.g., in yogic postures and ballet) and decreased variability in

posture [36] could be most useful. Thus, as indicators of

preparation for being picked up, we looked for changes in

thrashing or general rhythmic movements and in specific

behavioural adjustments such as stiffening of the legs and arms

through extension or flexion prior to being lifted up. We

contrasted a period of prior Chat with two periods of potential

anticipation before the lift – during the Approach of the mother’s

arms before they contact the infant’s body, when any anticipation

would be in response to the visual information, and after Contact

but before they start to lift the infant, when any anticipation would

be in response to the tactile information as well. Study 1 was an in-

depth exploration of the anticipatory responses of eighteen 3-

month-old infants, while Study 2 was a longitudinal exploration of

developmental changes in these responses in ten infants at 2, 3 and

4 months of age.

Methods

Apparatus
We used a sensor mat (47 cm647 cm) consisting of a 32632

grid of 1056 pressure sensors (Tekscan) with a sampling rate of

20 Hz. The mat was placed on a plastic changing mat on a low

table (36 cm off the floor) and recorded pressure from the infant’s

body. Additionally, interactions were filmed with a digital camera

focused on the infant (recording at 30 frames per second) and

directly synchronized with the pressure mats.

Procedure
The present study was approved by the Departmental Research

Ethics Committee and written consent was obtained from mothers

before commencing the study. This procedure was part of a larger

study involving exploration of picking up in different situations.

Prior to the start of the testing session each mother was asked

whether their infant at this age appeared to be showing any

anticipation of their actions generally and, more specifically, of

impending pick up in various situations. Mothers were then

instructed to place the infants on the mat, chat with them and pick

them up a few times during the interaction when they felt the

infants were comfortable and attentive, ensuring that the infants

could see their arms as they approached to pick them up.

Measures
Extracting pick-up episodes. Mothers attempted between

two and five pick up episodes in each session. However, several

episodes had false starts or prolonged hesitations, and thus were

excluded. For the remaining episodes, three criteria were used by

two independent judges to ensure their usability: (i) the mother’s

arms were approaching frontally and were therefore potentially

visible to the infant; (ii) the infant’s gaze was directed towards the

mother; and (iii) the episode was preceded by a period of

engagement, increasing the likelihood of the infant wanting to be

picked up. In one third of the sessions at each age more than one

episode met these criteria and the first good episode was chosen.

There was disagreement about the criteria in 5 cases which was

resolved following re-viewing of the episodes.

Identifying phases within the pick-up episodes. Three

phases were identified for each pick-up episode: (1) Chat: beginning

from 5 seconds before Approach; (2) Approach: beginning from the

onset of the mother’s arms starting to approach the infant until

Contact; (3) Contact: beginning from the onset of the mother’s

hands contacting the infant’s chest until the onset of the mother

lifting the weight of the infant. Two independent coders viewed all

episodes and identified the frame points for the onset of Approach,

onset of Contact and onset of Lift. Initial coefficients of agreement

(within 10 video frames, i.e., at 30 fps, 1/3 of a sec) were.84 for

onset of Approach,.76 for onset of Contact, and.92 for lift. All

disagreements were viewed by a third coder and resolved through

discussion until100% agreement was reached on a second round

of judgements; in all cases the earliest identified frame (within the

10 frame agreement space) was taken as the agreed point of onset.

Behavioural coding. Infant behaviour in the three phases in

all episodes was coded by two coders naı̈ve to the rationale for the

study. Episodes were watched at least twice: initially at normal

speed to identify relevant behaviours, and then frame by frame to

identify onset and offset points of behaviours. Two measures were

extracted for all behaviours: (a) Presence/Absence of the

behaviour in each phase and, (b) Duration of the behaviour in

each phase (relative to the duration of each phase in each infant).

Initial inter-coder reliability coefficients are presented below:

Cohen’s kappa was calculated for Presence/Absence of behaviour

and Coefficients of Agreement (within 10 frames, with the mid-

point used for analyses) were calculated for durations of

behaviours. All disagreements were discussed and 100% agree-

ment reached. Onset and offset frames were identified for periods

of Thrashing/General Movements, (i.e., definite rhythmic movement of

arms and/or legs, often indicating excitement, or less vigorous but

regular general movements of arms and/or legs) in each phase.

Initial inter-coder reliability for Presence/Absence was.92 and for

Durations was.78. Onset and offset frames for Specific Adjustments

were identified as behavioural shifts from the normal position (i.e.,

continuing body positions were not coded as Specific Adjustments)

Anticipatory Adjustments to Being Picked Up
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in four body regions: Head: turning to the side or lifting; Chin:

tensing or lifting up, the latter often accompanied by arching of the

back; Arms: widening out, raising up, or lifting back beside the

head; Legs: extending flat and raising slightly upwards, or tucking

up. Initial inter-coder reliability for Presence/Absence was.74 and

for durations was.81. Additionally, during the Approach phase we

coded the duration of infant gaze, as being directed to Mother’s Face;

to Mother’s Hands; and Away (anywhere other than mother’s face or

hands). Initial inter-coder reliability for Presence/Absence was.96

and for Durations was.87.

Ratings of motor maturity. To assess infant motor maturity

two independent coders rated neck lag on lift and overall muscle

tone. Neck lag on lift was rated when the infant’s body was at a 20u
angle (using Dartfish software to measure angle of lift) on a 5-point

scale (ranging from neck dropping backwards to the neck held in

line with or lifted above the shoulders) with an inter-rater

reliability of.94. Overall muscle tone was judged on a 5-point

scale as an overall score during the episode (ranging from floppy

and hypotonic to strong tone) and achieved an inter-rater

reliability of.85.

Pressure mat data. Infant weight on the mat (force rather

than pressure) in three regions – head, upper and lower back – was

analysed to identify whether the onset of Approach or onset of

Contact led to any global shifts in postural organisation. The

collected time series of force data were analysed using Recurrence

Quantification Analysis (RQA) which quantifies aspects of the

temporal evolution of a time series, such as its predictability,

variability, or repetitiveness [37,38]. For the present investigation,

we examined the percentage of recurrent temporal structure in

postural activity (%RECurrence) [38]. That is, any infant

adjustment of posture would be revealed by changes or disruptions

in force, quantified by %REC, with a drop in %REC indicating

an increase in the structure of postural variability (i.e., showing a

shift from one state to another) and an increase in %REC

indicating a decrease in the structure of postural variability (i.e.,

showing stability of postural state). We looked for shifts in postural

stability between three consecutive seconds in all three phases –

Chat, Approach and Contact. We would expect systematic shifts

in posture during the Approach and Contact phases, but not

during the Chat phase. In the Chat phase we investigated changes

in infants’ postural activity in the 1st, 2nd and 3rd seconds of Chat.

In the Approach and Contact phases we investigated changes in

infants’ postural activity in three intervals: (a) before (21.5 to

20.5 s), during (20.5 to 0.5 s), and after (0.5 to 1.5 s) the onset of

the Approach phase, and (b) before (21.5 to 20.5 s), during (20.5

to 0.5 s), and after (0.5 to 1.5 s) the onset of the Contact phase.

The length of the intervals (i.e., 1 s) was chosen so that enough

data points for analysis were available, but also that the chosen

intervals were still temporally close to the onset of Approach or the

onset of Contact. The intervals were sufficient to reveal significant

decreases between each consecutive second in distance of the

mother’s hands (using the hand nearest the camera) to infant chest

(measured using the Dartfish software) during the Approach phase

but no differences in the Chat phase. ANOVAs at each age

between the segments in the Approach phase revealed p-values

ranging from p,.001 to ,.03 and for the Chat phase from p,.46

to ,.89.

Study 1

Participants
Data from eighteen 3-month-old infants (M = 3; 4.8 days,

SD = 3; 4.9 days, range = 3;0 to 3;15; 5 girls) and their mothers

were analysed for Study 1. All infants were healthy, full-term (at

least 37 gestation weeks), from lower- to middle-class families,

predominantly British (89%) and Caucasian (94%).

Results and Discussion
Behavioural changes. The most common Specific Adjust-

ments made by infants were of the Arms (present in 14 infants) and

the Legs (present in 12 infants); Head and Chin adjustments were

less common (present in 6 and 3 infants respectively). Figure 1

illustrates some typical adjustments of the Arms and Legs (see also

Movie S1). The Presence of adjustments differed significantly

between the phases, x2(2) = 17.2, p,.0001, with only 2 infants

showing adjustments during Chat, 12 during Approach and 14

during Contact. There was a significant differentiation in the

Presence of Specific Adjustments between the Chat and Approach

phases, x2(1) = 9.47, p = .0021 but not between Approach and

Contact. Thus, infant adjustments were prompted principally by

the onset of the mother’s arms approaching the infant, rather than

the contact with the infant’s body. Only 3 of the 18 infants showed

no Specific Adjustments in any phase. A repeated-measures

ANOVA computed for comparing the Durations of Specific

Adjustments in each Phase (Chat, Approach, Contact) revealed a

significant main effect of Phase, F(2,34) = 18.01, p,.0001,

g2 = .51, with a significant linear trend, F(1,17) = 34.40,

p,.0001, g2 = .669, as can be seen in Figure 2. Pairwise

comparisons revealed significant differences between Chat and

Approach (p = .004) and between Approach and Contact

(p = .014).

The Presence of Thrashing/General Movements also differed

significantly between phases, x2(2) = 12.4, p = .002, with a signif-

icant decrease between the Approach (13 infants) and Contact (3

infants) phases, x2(1) = 9.11, p = .003, but not between Chat (11

infants) and Approach. Thirteen (of the 18) infants showed

Thrashing/General Movements at some point: 9 infants during

both Chat and Approach phases but not after Contact; 3 infants

during all three phases and 1 infant only during Approach. The

Presence of these movements during the Chat as well as the

Approach phase may reflect infants’ excitement at an anticipated

pick-up (or the hope for one) prompted by the mother’s

preparatory body movements during the Chat phase even prior

to the Approach of her arms. A repeated measures ANOVA on

the relative Durations of Thrashing/General Movements as a

function of Phase (Chat, Approach, Contact) also showed a

significant effect of Phase (F(2, 34) = 10.644, p = .0003, g2 = .39)

with a significant linear reduction in durations (F(1,17) = 15.83,

p = .001, g2 = .48). Pairwise comparisons revealed a significant

reduction between Approach and Contact (p = .011) and nearly

significantly between Chat and Approach (p = .051).

Motor maturity. Chi-square tests revealed no association

between infants who made Specific Adjustments and those with

high versus low neck control or high versus low muscle tone (in

both cases p = .64).

Global postural change. In order to look at global postural

changes at the period when Specific Adjustments increased (i.e.,

during the Approach phase) and at the period where Thrashing/

General Movements decreased (i.e., during the Contact phase), we

analyzed the %RECurrence values for 3 seconds of the force

profiles of the Chat, Approach and Contact phases, as described

earlier. We also examined the possibility of different force profiles

in three different body regions – head, upper back and lower back.

Preliminary analyses showed no main effect of body region or

any interaction of this factor with other variables; thus, body

region was dropped from all subsequent analyses. Consequently,

three repeated measures ANOVAs were computed separately for

the Chat phase, the Approach phase and the Contact phase, with

Anticipatory Adjustments to Being Picked Up
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Time (the 1st, 2nd and 3rd segments) as the within-subjects factor.

For the Chat phase, there was no effect of Time, F(2, 102) = .82,

p = .449, g2 = .015, showing no change in %RECurrence (see

Figure 3a). For the Approach phase, there was a marginally non-

significant effect of Time, F(2, 102) = 2.78, p,.071, g2 = .100,

showing a drop in %RECurrence immediately after the onset of

Approach, followed by an increase. As can be seen in Figure 3b,

the high recurrence (strong clustering of dots along the diagonal) at

the start of the profile dissipates into a pattern of high variability,

then re-forms into a strong pattern within 500 ms after the onset.

For the Contact phase, there was a significant main effect of Time,

F(2, 102) = 16.73, p,.001, g2 = .246. As can be seen in Figure 3c

there was a decrease in %REC in the third time segment

(between.5 and 1.5 seconds after onset of Contact). These results

showed that the onset of Approach leads to an immediate

response, with the infant shifting to a different postural activity,

while in response to the onset of Contact there is an initial stillness

(in the first 500 ms after contact) before there is an increase in

variability in the third time segment.

In summary, Specific Adjustments were present in 12 of 18

three-month-olds during Approach and in a further 3 infants only

after Contact, with a reduction in Thrashing/General Movements

in 13 infants, particularly after Contact. From the force data, shifts

in postural stability were evident immediately after onset of

Approach and more slowly after Contact, with no regular shifts

during Chat. Thus, 3-month-olds show appropriate anticipatory

adjustments to the Approach of the mother’s arms before they are

picked up.

Study 2

Participants
Ten (3 girls) of the 3-month-old infants from Study 1 were

additionally observed at 2 months (M = 2;6.6 days, SD = 2;50 days,

range = 2;2 to 2;18) and at 4 months (M = 4;3.1 days, SD = 4;3.8

days, range = 3;28 to 4;8).

Results and Discussion
Longitudinal behavioural changes. A Chi-Square test

showed no age differences in the Presence of Specific Adjustments.

At 2 months, however, although all ten infants showed Specific

Adjustments, their Presence showed no significant differentiation

between the Chat phase on the one hand and either the Approach

or Contact phases on the other (p = .303) with 5 infants showing

Adjustments in all three phases. However, such a differentiation

was significant at 3 months, x2(1) = 7.27, p = .007, and at 4

months, x2(1) = 5.21, p = .023. At all ages, the most common

adjustments were of the Legs and Arms. A repeated measures

ANOVA on the relative Durations of Specific Adjustments with

Age (2, 3, 4 months) and Phase (Chat, Approach, Contact) as

within-subjects factors revealed a main effect of Phase,

F(2,36) = 11.74, p = .001, g2 = .566 (see Table 1). Pairwise

comparisons revealed significant increases between the Approach

and Contact Phases (p = .006), between the Chat and Contact

Phases (p = .003), and a nearly significant difference between the

Chat and Approach Phases (p = .081). There was no main effect of

Age or any interaction between Age and Phase.

Although with the small sample size the null difference between

ages must be treated with caution, the presence of specific

adjustments even at 2 months of age needs to be taken seriously.

Given that 3-month-old infants, if they have received sufficient

experience with an action, can distinguish the goals of actions

directed to objects [5], the present finding of anticipatory

responses even at 2 months to a familiar maternal action is

plausible and consistent. However, the lack of association with

Phase of the Presence of Specific Adjustments at 2 months suggests

an incoherence in the responses, with the infants showing early

anticipatory adjustments but not finely tuned in to the progress of

the mother’s actions.

Figure 1. Illustrations of Common Arm and Leg Adjustments
During Approach at 3 Months. Note: (a) Infant LU: Mother’s Arms
approach above the infant’s chest. Infant Arms still and up and back;
Chin raised (back arched); Legs still. (b) Infant VI: Mother’s Arms
approach above the infant’s chest. Infant Legs still, extended and
slightly raised; Arms widened outwards. (c) Infant TO: Mother’s Arms
approach above the infat’s chest. Infant Arms still and up and back;
Legs extended and slightly raised. Participants have given written
informed consent, as outlined in the PLOS consent form, to publication
of their photographs.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0065289.g001

Anticipatory Adjustments to Being Picked Up
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The Presence of Thrashing/General Movements was signifi-

cantly associated with Phase at all ages: at 2 months, x2(2) = 7.50,

p = .024, 3 months, x2(2) = 6.70, p = .035, and at 4 months,

x2(2) = 5.83, p = .054, with lower Presence in the Contact phase at

all ages. A repeated measures ANOVA on the relative Duration of

Thrashing/General Movements with Phase (Chat, Approach,

Contact) and Age (2, 3, 4 months) as within-subjects factors

showed a main effect of Phase, F(2,36) = 20.551, p = .000023,

g2 = .695, with pair-wise comparisons revealing significant de-

creases in Duration between Chat and Approach (p = .002),

between Approach and Contact (p = .019), and between Chat and

Contact (p = .0003; see Table 1). There was no main effect of Age

or any interaction between Phase and Age.

Infant gaze during approach. The largest proportion of

gaze during Approach was directed to Mother’s face (M = .69,

SD = .30, range:.21–1.00), with very little gaze Away (M = .03,

SD = .10, range:.0–.49) with no significant age differences in either.

There was a significant linear trend, however, in proportion of

gaze to Mother’s Hands, F(1,9) = 8.11, p = .019, g2 = .474, with a

significant increase between 2 and 4 months (p = .019, see Figure 4;

at 2 months M = .17, SD = .22, range:.0 -.58; M = .26, SD = .30,

range:.0 -.74; M = .45, SD = .29, range:.0 -.79). The increase in

Figure 2. Durations of Specific Adjustments Across Phases at 3 Months. Note: Means in all Phases significantly different from each other to
p,.014.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0065289.g002

Figure 3. Illustrative Example of Recurrence Force Profiles for (a) Chat, (b) Approach and (c) Contact Phases. Note: The Recurrence
Force Profiles show the sum of individual recurrence points (using the measure of %RECurrence). The more saturated parts of the plots show a higher
density of recurrence points (i.e., the small black dots). Areas of higher density indicate greater sameness of posture (which could either be
continuing stillness or continuing small scale movements). Areas of low saturation show little recurrence and could either indicate irregular
movements or large scale movements. In Figures (b) and (c), 0.0 on the axes marks the approximate point of Onset of Approach or Onset of Contact
(because each dot in the plot consists of several data points in the time series, the absolute point of Onset cannot be precisely located). The three red
squares in each figure highlight the three 1 second time segments of analysis in each plot.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0065289.g003
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interest in the mother’s hands may follow the well-known

phenomenon of watching their own hands after 2 months [39]

and reveal a more general interest in hands per se [40]. This interest

in the hands, however, may constitute a distraction from, rather

than a help in, adjusting to being picked up.

Global postural changes over age. As in Study 1,

preliminary analyses showed no main effect of body region or

any interaction of this factor with other variables; thus, body

region was dropped from all subsequent analyses. Consequently,

three repeated measures ANOVAs were computed separately for

the Chat phase, the Approach phase and the Contact phase, with

Time (the 1st, 2nd, and 3rd segments) and Age (2, 3, 4 months) as

the within-subjects factors. Two participants were not included in

this analysis, because the Approach phase was too rapid to provide

enough data points.

For the Chat phase there was a significant main effect of Age,

F(2, 54) = 5.27, p = .008, g2 = .154, showing a general increase in

%REC with age of the infants. Pairwise comparisons revealed a

significant increase in %REC from 2 to 4 months, F(1, 29) = 9.07,

p = .005, g2 = .238, but not between 2 and 3 months (p = .111) or

between 3 and 4 months (p = .093). For the Approach phase there

was a significant main effect of Time, F(2, 46) = 6.72, p = .003,

g2 = .226, showing an immediate drop in %REC after the onset of

Approach, followed by an increase - a similar pattern to that in

Study 1. However, there was a significant interaction between

Time and Age, F(4, 46) = 2.71, p = .035, g2 = .105, with pairwise

comparisons showing a significant decrease in force at Approach

only for 4-month-old infants, F(2, 52) = 8.803, p = .001, g2 = .253.

For the Contact phase, there was also a significant main effect of

Time, F(2, 52) = 22.99, p,.001, g2 = .469, with infant postural

activity remaining stable immediately upon Contact with variabil-

ity increasing later, again as in Study 1. There was also a

significant interaction between Time and Age, F(4, 52) = 2.67,

p = .036, g2 = .093. Pairwise comparisons revealed a significant

decrease in force in the 3rd time segment for 3-month-olds, F(2,

58) = 11.925, p,.001, g2 = .291, and 4-month-olds, F(2,

58) = 14.520, p,.001, g2 = .334 but not for 2-month-olds. Thus

patterns of change over time in %RECurrence were not significant

for 2-month-olds either for the onset of Approach or for the onset

of Contact.

Maternal reports of anticipation. At 2 months, 5 of the 10

mothers reported some signs of anticipation of being picked up –

but their reports were hesitant and the behavioural changes

reported were limited to excitement or quieting, with only one

mother reporting anticipatory arm raising. By 3 months, mothers

reported much clearer signs of anticipation, with 6 of the 10

Table 1. Descriptive Statistics (M, SD) for Proportional
Durations of Specific Adjustments and Thrashing/General
Movements at all Ages.

2 months 3 months 4 months

Specific Adjustments

Chat .272 (.268) .011 (.036) .240 (.395)

Approach .435 (.440) .330 (.377) .243 (.284)

Contact .634 (.420) .546 (.447) .596 (.471)

Thrashing/General Movements

Chat .775 (.323) .585 (.437) .493 (.414)

Approach .570 (.395) .300 (.269) .310 (.272)

Contact .207 (.337) .156 (.345) .149 (.253)

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0065289.t001

Figure 4. Relative Duration of Gaze to Mother’s Hands During Approach. Note: Means with asterisks significantly different from each other
to p,.01.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0065289.g004
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mothers reporting specific behavioural adjustments, 4 of these

referring to tensing of back or body. By 4 months, 9 of the 10

mothers reported specific anticipatory adjustments, with 4

reporting tensing. Although we cannot tell from these reports

how much the mothers’ reports were a function of taking part in

the study and the resulting focused attention, in almost all cases the

maternal reports referred to fewer and less subtle behavioural

adjustments than the video analyses revealed.

In sum, Study 2 showed that Specific Adjustments were present

at all ages, but were less differentiated between phases at 2 months.

At all ages Thrashing/General Movements reduced during the

pick up, particularly after Contact. Global postural shifts were also

more phase differentiated in the older infants with no significant

effects of time in the 2 month-olds either for Chat or for the onset

of Approach or Contact.

General Discussion

This paper is the first to examine anticipatory postural

adjustments by infants to the potentially de-stabilising actions of

other people on the infant’s body. Thus far, studies of anticipatory

postural adjustments have been restricted to the infant’s anticipa-

tion of their own actions, reported from around 6 or 10 months of

age [14,15], and infant anticipatory gaze to others’ actions on

objects has been reported from 6 months of age [6]. The data

reveal two principal findings with serious theoretical and

methodological implications: one, that from as early as 2 months

of age infants show specific postural adjustments to being picked

up, even before there is physical contact; and two, that

developmental changes in anticipatory postural adjustments

between 2 and 4 months appear to be a matter of increasing

smoothness and coordination within the phases of the pick-up

rather than of the development of new types of response.

Study 1 showed that the majority of 3 month-olds reduced

Thrashing/General movements and made Specific Adjustments

during the Approach of the mother’s arms. These behaviours can

serve to help the smoothness of the pick-up in three ways:

increasing body rigidity, creating space for the mother to hold the

infant’s chest and reducing the likelihood of the head flopping

back after the lift. Rigidity of the body can be enhanced by greater

stillness (the reduction in Thrashing/General Movements espe-

cially after Contact) and by greater stiffening of the extremities (the

occurrence of Leg Extending/raising or Leg Tucking up and Chin

Raising). The Arm widening/raising/lifting back (prior to contact)

all served to create a more comfortable space for the mother to

grasp the infant’s chest. And lastly, the rotation in Head Turning

may have served to increase torque in the neck muscles thus

reducing the lag of the head. The rapidity of the occurrence of

these behavioural adjustments in response to Approach was

supported by evidence of the global postural shifts, with the

infant’s posture changing rapidly at the onset of Approach, and

then steadying before changing again more slowly after Contact.

Study 2 showed that even at 2 months infants showed the same

types of Specific Adjustments as at 3 and 4 months, with similar

patterns of decreasing duration of Thrashing/General movements

and increasing duration of Specific Adjustments in each phase.

However, the Presence of Specific Adjustments was significantly

differentiated by Phase (less during Chat and more during

Approach and Contact) only in the 3- and 4-month-olds and not

in the 2-month-olds. Similarly, the recurrence analyses showed

that only at the older ages was the size of the global postural shift

in force significantly related to time either at onset of Approach or

at onset of Contact. In sum, 2-month-olds showed similar

anticipatory adjustments to the 3- and 4-month-olds, but were

less clearly attuned to the mother’s actions in terms of timing, often

showing adjustments too early. This developmental increase in

temporal coordination could be explained by one or both of two

factors: a) a clearer grasp of the temporal course of the

approaching arms in the 3 and 4 month-old infants, and b) better

motor coordination at 3 and 4 months than at 2 months,

supporting previous theorising [34,35,41]. Whatever the explana-

tion, the view that only from around 6 months do infants enter the

phase of ‘secondary variability’ allowing them to adapt their

behaviour in more than a minimal way to external situations seems

problematic in the light of the present findings [31]. The postural

adjustment to specific situations and external conditions seems

fairly complex long before 6 months of age.

These findings have two theoretical implications. First, they

suggest that others’ intentional actions directed to the self may be

simpler to grasp and anticipate than actions directed to other

objects. Second, and most importantly, they show that active

participation in joint action evidenced by infant adjustments to

maternal actions is present very early in life suggesting that such

participation may well be foundational for further development of

intention awareness.

The goal-directedness in others’ actions directed towards

oneself, i.e., in second-person interactions, generally require some

sort of response and thus have a different phenomenal quality to

actions directed towards other things or other people

[13,42,43,44]. Thus, infant grasp of the goals of actions directed

towards themselves may be easier than of actions directed

elsewhere. While anticipation of the goals of externally directed

actions has been found at 6 months of age [6], the current findings

suggest that the anticipation of the goals of infant-directed actions

is present by 2 months of age and very clearly by 3 months of age

with action-appropriate bodily adjustments. This interpretation is

supported by findings in infant attention-awareness, showing

appropriate emotional reactions to attention to self before

reactions to attention directed to external targets [12]. If

habituation and looking-time measures (with less stringent

demands than anticipation measures) [1] were to be used for

measuring the awareness of infant-directed actions, from the

present findings one would predict that this awareness would be

found even earlier, possibly not long after birth. This prediction is

supported by evidence from looking preference studies in the first

month or even shortly after birth [9], showing infant awareness of

gaze to self.

An alternative interpretation to that of the awareness of goal-

directedness could be that the infants are merely associating an

impersonal (non-psychological) event with its outcome, thus

adjusting to the approaching arms to enhance comfort. Associa-

tions between initial signals and outcomes are clearly necessary for

any anticipation (for infants or for adults). However, the

predominant gaze to the mother’s face suggests at least that the

stimulus event was not seen by the infant as an ‘impersonal’ event,

but one associated with the mother’s agency. It may be more

helpful to conceive of intentions and goal-directedness as

embodied, and therefore perceivable, in actions (that is, as

characterising and differentiating them) [13,43,44,45] than as

mental states hidden behind actions (and therefore needing

inference for grasping them) [46,47]. Such a theoretical shift

would allow us to describe the early ways in which the perception

of intentions and goals allows (and perhaps requires) participation

in joint actions before infants have the conceptual ability to

represent them, and the ways in which any problems in these early

participations [23,48] may further affect the developing under-

standing of intention. To further understand the nature of this

infant participation we still need to know the extent to which
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infants (a) discriminate different kinds of actions directed to the

self, (b) respond to unfamiliar actions directed to the self, and (c)

are influenced in their discrimination and responses by different

maternal styles of acting towards infants.

These findings suggest a methodological re-think on three

issues. First, if actions directed to the self do hold a privileged

position in revealing infant awareness of the goal-directedness of

actions, then current research in infant social cognition needs to

actively use participatory rather than spectatorial methods of

investigation. Second, if familiar and real-life actions and situations

reveal greater infant awareness than novel actions and situations,

then using the familiarity rather than avoiding it as a contami-

nating factor may teach us more about the early stages of

awareness. Third, infant awareness of intentionality may itself be

seen as embodied, and thus available to analysis in the form of

motor adjustments in joint action, allowing a richer form of

experimentation [49,50,51].

In sum, the present findings show that the real-time anticipation

of others’ actions upon the self is an early achievement in infancy,

and that even by 2 months of age these anticipations are acted

upon by appropriate bodily adjustments which, by 3 and 4 months

of age assist in the smooth coordination of the impending action.

The infant is thus actively participating in joint actions from very

early in life. Unless one adopts a preformationist model of

awareness, infant participation in such joint actions must

constitute and contribute towards the developing awareness of

the intentional meaning of others’ actions, with the absence of

such participation posing a marker of specific developmental

dysfunction.

Supporting Information

Movie S1. Exemplar Pick up Episodes at 3 Months from
which Stills in Figure 1 were taken. Note: (a) Infant LU. (b)

Infant VI. (c) Infant TO. Participants have given written informed

consent, as outlined in the PLOS consent form, to publication of

their videos.
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